
 

FOCUSED TRADES OPTIONS COURSE 

WEEK 1: THE BASICS 

 



A big mistake most new traders make is trying to jump into 

options trading, without ever taking the time to learn the basics. This 

is usually because of their desire to start making money quickly. These 

are typically the traders who end up quickly blowing their accounts, in 

short-time. Just like trading in general, the first step to becoming a 

profitable options-trader is to gain a proper understanding of what 

options are, how they work, and all the other important details.  

 

“LEARN THE GAME BEFORE YOU PLAY IT” 

 

While options can seem very complicated at first-glance, we’re going 

to break-down the basics, cover the important details, and leave you 

with a proper understanding of just how powerful options can be. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WHAT IS AN OPTION 

 

In its simplest-form, an option is a highly-leveraged way of 

trading a stock. When people trade stocks, there are typically 

two common ways of doing it: 

 

1. Buying the common shares of the stock 

2. Buying options contracts on the stock 

 

When you buy the shares of a stock, you are taking physical-

ownership in that actual company. When you buy options 

contracts on a stock, you are NOT taking any form of 

ownership in that company, rather, you are buying a financial-

asset that is directly-tied to that given stocks performance.  

 

KEY NOTE: an option is a financial-contract that’s performance is directly-tied to the performance of 

its underlying-stock 

 

 

 

 



OPTIONS CALLS 

 

When we want to trade a stock long, we buy what is referred 

to as an Option Call. An option call is a contract we buy when 

we believe the underlying-stock will trade higher in price. 

Because the performance of your option is tied to the 

performance of the under-lying stock, if the stock advances in 

price, so will your calls.  

 

KEY NOTE: an option –call is the contract we buy when we want to go long the underlying-stock via 

options 

 

Here’s an example: last week, I spotted a setup in $AMZN that 

led me to believe the stock was going to trade higher in price. 

Rather than just buying the common-shares, I wanted to take 

advantage of the leverage the $AMZN options calls could 

provide. The stock broke out, I bought my calls, and $AMZN 

stock did exactly what I needed it. 

 

All said and done, the calls I bought on this trade provided a 

return of 142%! I bought them for $2.15 each, and sold them 

for $5.20.  

 



Here’s the “magic”. While I owned these calls, $AMZN stock 

itself only moved higher by about 4%+. However, my options 

returned 142% as mentioned above. 

 

Same stock, same setup, same trade and game plan: stock 

returned +4%, options returned +142%. Which would you 

rather be in a position to make?  

Mind you, I only invested $215 into this trade, and profited 

$305! In this situation, I couldn’t even have invested that $215 

in $AMZN stock, as its price is well over $1400 per share. 

Options can allow new traders the opportunity to trade stocks 

that they otherwise may not be able to afford the common-

shares of. And again, +4% vs. +142%.... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OPTIONS PUTS 

When we want to trade a stock to the downside (short), we 

buy what is referred to as an Option Put. An option put is a 

contract we buy when we believe the underlying-stock will 

trade lower in price. Because the performance of your option 

is tied to the performance of the under-lying stock, if the 

STOCK FALLS in price, your PUT will INCREASE in price.  

 

KEY NOTE: an option  put is the contract we buy when we want to go short the underlying-stock via 

options. The more the stock itself falls in value, the more your put will increase in value.  

 

Here’s an example: last week, I spotted a setup in $NFLX that 

led me to believe the stock was going to trade lower in price. 

Rather than just buying the common-shares, I wanted to take 

advantage of the leverage the $NFLX options puts could 

provide. The stock broke down below support, I bought my 

puts, and $NFLX did exactly what I needed it to.  

 

All said and done, the puts I bought on this trade provided a 

return of +75%! I paid $3.70 for each put, and sold them for 

$6.50 each! A $370 investment returned a profit of $280.  

 



EXPIRATION DATES 

 

For any given options-contract, there is an expiration-date. On 

the day of expiration (most options expire on Friday’s) once 

the market closes, that option expires at its current price, and 

can no longer be traded.  

 

Here’s an example: this morning, I traded options on $NFLX. 

The options I bought ($310 calls) have an expiration date of 

1/18/19. As of this writing (1/10/18) those options had 8 

trading-days until expiration.  

 

Despite these options having an expiration-date of 1/18, 

here’s the thing: I have the freedom to sell those options 

ANYTIME I’d like. In this example of this trade, I only owned 

the options for about 10 minutes (that was good enough for a 

$350 profit!)   

 

It’s important to understand, that even though an option-

contract has an expiration-date, you do NOT need to hold that 

option until it’s given day of expiration. Even if your option 

has an expiration-date 6 months away, you can sell it 5 



seconds after buying it, if you wanted to do so! Often times, 

new traders jump into options without learning these basics 

(this is a very expensive mistake) and think that they are stuck 

with an option ‘til it expires. Sadly, new options-traders will 

suffer BIG losses, because of this misunderstanding. They 

think they are forced to hold the contract, even if it is slowly 

killing their account. This is FALSE! You can trade in & out of 

options positions just as you can trading the common shares.  

 

We’ll dive-in to this in the weeks to come, but as a general 

statement, I day trade options that are 3-5 days from 

expiration, and swing trade options that are 10+ days away 

from expiration, depending on the setup and market 

environment. 

 

KEY NOTE: the expiration-date of an option is the day that option is set to expire (duh). Regardless of 

the date in option is set to expire (Friday’s), you can sell your options-contracts at any given time.   

 

 

 

 

 



PRICING OF OPTIONS 

Simple stuff here, but again, without this basic knowledge, 

options can give you a good slappin’.  

 

When you look at the options-chain and prepare to buy an 

option-contract (we’ll cover the chain in detail) you will see all 

the calls & puts available to purchase, organized by their given 

expiration-date. It is VERY important to understand that the 

price listed for an option, isn’t the true value of what it will 

cost you for a contract. Here’s what I mean.. 

 

Whatever the price of an option is listed at, you need to 

multiply that price x 100 to get is REAL $-value per contract! 

 

Here’s an example: let’s say you open the options-chain, and 

see a $NFLX call trading for $2.50 per contract. For 1 contract, 

the true cost is $250 ($2.50 x 100). The reasoning behind this 

math? 1 option contract is equal to 100 shares of the 

underlying stock. This goes for both calls and puts. 1 contract 

= 100 shares of buying-power. 

 



 The math is simple, but very important to understand when 

starting your options-journey.  

 

New traders in a rush to make money, don’t take the time to 

learn this. They open the chain, see a $NFLX call for $2.50 and 

say “Sweet! That’s dirt-cheap, let me buy 10!” Then, as you 

could expect, they sit back in shock as their $2,500 position 

starts to come against them! 

 

EVERYTHING STARTS WITH A FOUNDATION OF 

UNDERSTANDING 

 

KEY NOTE: 1 option-contract is equal to 100 shares of the underlying-stock. The TRUE cost of a 

contract is it’s list-price x 100!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GUARENTEED RISK 

 

Other than the leverage that they provide us as traders with, 

the beauty of options is that your maximum risk is 100% 

guaranteed. When you buy an option, the BIGGEST loss you 

can possibly take is equal to the amount you invested in the 

option.   

 

Here’s an example: if you invest $200 into $AAPL options, the 

BIGGEST loss you could possibly take on that trade is $200, 

and not a single penny more. Even if $AAPL stock were to 

collapse, burning to the ground, you cannot lose more than 

that $200. Invest $200 in $AAPL calls on Monday, and $AAPL 

stock collapses -50% on Tuesday morning, sending the 

markets into shock, the biggest possible loss you will have is 

$200.  

 

Here’s why this is huge! The key to reaching success in any 

trading-strategy you may deploy is to define, and be 100% 

comfortable with the risk you’re putting on the table before 

taking ANY trade. This is your only shot at trading free-of-

emotions. Because your MAX risk is 100% guaranteed the 

second you buy your options, this truly allows us as options-



traders the freedom to place trades, without the fear of taking 

a loss we can’t afford hanging over our heads. If you take a 

loss you can’t afford trading options, you simply did it to 

yourself.  

 

If you aren’t 100% comfortable with the worst-case-scenario, 

you are going to have a very hard time progressing as a trader.  

 

KEY NOTE: options allow us to 100% guarantee our max-risk. No matter how much damage the 

underlying-stock may take, you cannot take a loss larger than the amount you invested into the trade. 

Guaranteed risk, and unlimited profit-potential. Welcome to options  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thank you for downloading The Basics of Options PDF from Week 1 of my 

upcoming 6 Week Options Trading Course! I hope this leaves you with a solid-

understanding of options, the amazing potential they provide, and excited for 

the upcoming course. 

 

The course will officially start on 2/11/18, and is FREE to all members of the 

Focused Trades Private Group.  

 

If you aren’t yet a member, it only costs $10/month to join, and you will get 

access to our private training-materials, video-series, trading tools, private live 

chatroom, our private morning Trade Prep live-streams, and full access to next 

month’s course and all other upcoming courses in 2019. $10 for 6 weeks of 

training breaks down to $1.70 per week…. I’ll see you there  

 

Become a member of the group by using the link below, and see the next page 

for the full course-outline.  

https://www.focusedtrades.com/become-a-member 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.focusedtrades.com/become-a-member


6 WEEK COURSE OUTLINE 

 

Week 1: The Basics 
 
Week 2: Buying Options 
 
Week 3: Day Trading & Swing Trading Strategies  
 
Week 4: Risk-Management   
 
Week 5: Trading Emotions 
 
Week 6: Recap/ 1-on-1 sessions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


